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The eyes of the masked man gradually turned cold at this moment as he scanned the eight uninvited guests.

They turned out to be Dragon Warriors.

Different from the shocked faces of the people in the hall, the masked man and the four guards were
obviously without any tremors but full of strong fighting spirit instead!

Yes!

Monstrous fighting spirit!

“I’ve heard that the Dragon Warriors are unparalleled in the world. Under the leadership of Supreme
Williams, they enjoy a strong prestige in the world. Sure enough, the rumors are true as we can see today.”

The masked man said coldly, standing with his arms behind him, still arrogant.

The four guards in suits beside him were ready to fight with all their might.

After all, the other party consisted of eight members!

The man who took the lead in the eight-man team did not listen to what he said. He took a step forward and
unclasped the dagger around his waist with one hand!

Swish!

In an instant, the other seven people drew their daggers from their waists one after another

The bursts of cold light from the blades and the sound of unsheathing shocked everyone in the inner hall,
leaving their scalps tingling in horror!

Once the Dragon Warriors unsheathed their weapons, the enemy was bound to fall!

“Why aren’t you kneeling at the sight of the Supreme Order?!”

The man in the lead repeated his question, and his intensity soared!

It spread throughout the entire audience!

It pressured the masked man to answer!

Due to this coercion, some people in the hall could not withstand it anymore and slumped to the ground.
They were so scared that they even wet their pants!

However…

The masked man still stood with his arms behind his back, looking at the eight-man team with cold eyes!



Rustle!

He suddenly took out another black and gold token from his waist with the word ‘Alpha’ on it!

“The Alpha Camp enjoys the same status as the Supreme Order. We don’t have to kneel!” the masked man
shouted gruffly.

Boom!

The audience fell into dead silence!

Everyone knelt again!

The Alpha Camp, another supreme existence!

Holy sh*t!

It turned out that this group of people were the supreme beings of the previous generation!

There were a total of four Supremes in the territory!

Three newly established Supremes were stationed in the Northwest, Southridge, and Northfrost!

Only one Supreme was stationed in the central plains in the east of the coastline from the previous
generation of Supremes!

Although the power and reputation in the country were not as good as before, that was still the Supreme of
the previous generation!

It was a word that would set off a storm!

At this moment, everyone was shocked! Of course, it shocked everyone except for Jacob and several
national martial arts seniors who already knew the identity of the old man.

Philip’s eyes suddenly burst into a brilliant light that penetrated everyone and landed on the old man in the
private room!

The Alpha Camp!

The former Supreme!

It turned out to be him!

The person Giada Wallis had contacted was him!

Was this the power behind Giada and the Wallis family?!

Philip’s eyes gradually became cold!

The leader of the eight-man team looked at the token in the masked man’s hand coldly and felt very upset.

There was a regulation in the country that Supremes must not meet each other!

Today, two Supremes had bumped into each other in the inner hall of Dragon Gate!



Although one party only held a Supreme Order, it represented a Supreme!

Who would bow?

This was the doubt in everyone’s mind.

Too terrifying!

They never thought they could witness such an earth-shattering scene!

Next would be a tough battle!

It was because the Supremes were prideful!

Who would bow to the other?

The atmosphere grew tense!

The eight-person team had unsheathed their daggers!

Once the daggers were out, they would not be sheathed until they saw the enemy’s blood!

It was a situation with no visible outcome.

Unless one party lowered their heads…
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